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Timothy J. Fonseca has been officially certified as a Civil Trial Attorney by the
Supreme Court of New Jersey. In doing so, Mr. Fonseca follows in the footsteps of
colleagues Jack V. Corradino, Robert C. Papa and Joseph A. DeFuria, attorneys who
have been able to demonstrate sufficient levels of experience, education, knowledge,
and skill in civil trial practice to achieve the designation.

Broccoli melts

To be a certified civil trial attorney, a lawyer must meet the following requirements:
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• Ability to demonstrate sufficient levels of experience, education, knowledge,
and skill in a specific area of law or practice;
• Pass a rigorous examination;
• Have been recognized by their peers (consisting of judges and attorneys) as
having sufficient skills and reputation in the designated specialty.
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Additionally, in receiving this designation, Mr. Fonseca joins the mere 2% of
lawyers in New Jersey who have been certified by the Supreme Court of New Jersey
as having demonstrated sufficient levels of experience, education, knowledge, and
skill in a specialized field of law. ■

Your Biggest Accident Could Be Your Choice of Attorney
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PERSONAL INJURY SETTLEMENTS …

and subrogation

If you file a personal injury claim, insurance companies and/or various government agencies may
call dibs on part of your settlement or award, a process called subrogation.
When you are injured by a negligent party, it takes time to sort out issues concerning liability and
damages. In the meantime, medical bills mount and you may be without income for the foreseeable
future—potentially leading to surly creditors breathing down your neck and a battered credit score.
Your own insurance companies or other agencies fill in the gap until you receive a settlement. At that point, they want to be paid back,
since the at-fault party (or their insurance company) is responsible for your medical bills, lost wages, and other injury-related bills.
Subrogation laws vary from state to state. For instance, some states prohibit health insurance companies from placing subrogation clauses
in their policies, or place restrictions on them. Other don’t.
Some large companies self-insure the healthcare claims of their employees. This is typically governed by federal law (ERISA), which
supersedes state law, meaning health insurance companies can pursue subrogation claims even if state law forbids it.
Other entities may claim a portion of your settlement, depending on the circumstances. They include your auto insurance company, your
state’s workers’ compensation fund, a Medicare or Medicaid plan carrier, or the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs.
If you have been injured due to someone else’s negligence, contact Corradino & Papa, LLC. We will fight for your rights, take care of
all the legwork, negotiate with those making claims on your settlement to lower the amount you pay them, and prevent any subrogation
“surprises.” ■
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‘the greatest spectacle in racing’
Every Memorial Day weekend, the Indianapolis Motor Speedway plays host to the
Indianapolis 500. The Speedway, the largest spectator sporting facility in the world,
is a 2.5-mile oval surrounded by more than 250,000 permanent seats. Its infield could
accommodate the Rose Bowl, Churchill Downs, Yankee Stadium, the Colosseum, and
Vatican City—simultaneously.

The Speedway is affectionately known as the “Brickyard,” as the track was originally
composed of 3.2 million street-paving bricks—a bumpy ride. The bricks were eventually
paved over with asphalt … with one exception: a 3-foot-wide “Yard of Bricks” at the
start-finish line, which has been kissed by the Indy 500 winner since 1997.
The inaugural Indy 500 was held in 1911. For 27 years, most race cars had two occupants: the driver and a “ride-along mechanic.”
The mechanic would monitor gauges, keep tabs on tire wear, report on the whereabouts of other drivers, and massage achy arms and
shoulders as needed.
The emotional prerace ritual of singing “Back Home Again in Indiana” began in 1946. The true voice of the song will forever be
associated with Jim Nabors, who performed it from 1972 through 2014. In 1972, he was a guest at the race and was asked to sing it
with only 20 minutes’ notice. Nabors agreed, wrote the lyrics on his hand, and became an icon.
In 1936, Louis Meyer downed a bottle of his favorite drink, chilled buttermilk, on the Speedway infield to celebrate his victory.
Milk-industry executives knew a marketing opportunity when they saw one and pounced. The milk celebration has been a mainstay
ever since. In 1993, Emerson Fittipaldi broke tradition and drank orange juice. After hearing the crowd response, he decided to have
a milk chaser. ■
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May 31st – National Smile

What has spooked many parents is rampant misinformation in news and social-media reports about
children who were rescued from the water or who otherwise inhaled a small amount of water; were alleged
to have appeared perfectly healthy a few minutes afterward; and then many hours later—even days later—
died without warning. Medically inaccurate terms like “secondary drowning” and “dry drowning” are
frequently tossed about.
Truth is, medical experts say drowning deaths that occur well after an involuntary submersion incident
do not come out of left field. A child (or adult) will display symptoms along the way, such as labored
breathing, coughing, wheezing, dizziness, confusion, chest pain, or excessive lethargy. Sometimes another
medical condition is the true culprit—for instance, a head injury, rib fracture, heart condition, or asthmatic
event.
Minor respiratory impairment due to drowning typically improves in two to four hours. If it doesn’t, seek
medical attention immediately. ■

Day

May 24th – National Scavenger Hunt Day

May 9th – National Lost Sock Memorial Day

May 17th – National Endangered Species Day

With nonfatal drownings, on rare occasions even a small amount of water in the lungs can damage their
membranous lining and cause fluid buildup, inflammation, and/or infection, which may progressively
worsen. However, symptoms of respiratory distress will be evident—if not immediately (the norm), then
within two or three hours.

May 28th – National Hamburger Day

May 13th – National Apple Pie Day

The World Health Organization defines drowning as “the process of experiencing respiratory impairment
from submersion/immersion in liquid.” Not all drownings are fatal; nonfatal drownings greatly outnumber
fatal ones.

May 5th – National Astronaut Day

Swimming season is upon us; unfortunately, that also means an increase in drownings. According to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, drowning is a leading cause of unintentional death in young
children and adolescents in this country.
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ABOUT DROWNING

May 2nd – World Password Day

misconceptions
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Click Here To Find Out More
About Our Practice Areas
Personal Injury
Car Accident
Truck Accidents
Auto Accident
Slip and Falls
Dog Bite
Premises Liability
Work Accidents
Workers’ Compensation
Medical Malpractice
Construction Accidents
Motor Vehicle Accidents
Product Liability
Wrongful
Death
Like us on Facebook:
Facebook.com/MallardLawFirm
PIP Arbitration

935 Allwood Road, Clifton, NJ 07012

FREE BOOK

Get Jack Corradino and Robert
Papa’s New Ultimate Guide to
Accident Cases in NJ, written by
Jack and RC. It will explain “Why
your biggest accident could
be your choice of attorney”,
and what to do in
the event you are
injured.

Follow us on Twitter: Twitter.com/MallardLawFirm
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Mallard Law Firm prides itself on providing the highest level of
legal services to our clients. At Mallard Law Firm, clients can
expect professional, courteous and personal service from our
Ingredients
attorneys
and staff. We personally handle each case.
• 1 pound of regular
broccoli (or broccolini)
• Finely
zest, followed
by the juice
We
look forward
tograted
working
with you!
• 2 Tbsp. olive oil
Looking for a delicious twist on serving broccoli? Give these melts a try!

• 3 cloves garlic, minced
• Red pepper flakes
• Coarse salt

of half a lemon
• ½ c. finely grated aged Pecorino-Romano
• 8 slices of your favorite bread
• •8 thin slices of provolone

Preparation
• Peel the broccoli stems with a vegetable peeler, then cut into large chunks (if using broccolini instead, cut into 2-inch
portions).
• Pour about 1 inch of water into a large sauté pan, adding salt to taste. Bring to a boil, add broccoli, and cover with a lid. Let
the broccoli steam this way for 2 minutes, then drain and pat dry on paper towels. Chop into small, half-inch pieces.
• Wipe the sauté pan dry and place on medium heat. Add olive oil and let heat for 1 minute. Add garlic and pepper flakes (if
desired) and heat for about one minute, until garlic is starting to look golden. Add broccoli and cook 1-2 more minutes, seasoning
with salt. Transfer it all to a bowl, then add the lemon zest and juice, Pecorino, and more salt and pepper flakes (if desired).
• Preheat broiler. Arrange slices of bread on a baking sheet and lightly toast on both sides. Scoop broccoli mixture onto each
slice, lay a slice of provolone on top, and cook under broiler until cheese has melted and begun to blister. ■
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